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Stay at 5*  LeoFoo Resort Guanshi, Asia’s only Safari
themed hotel, interact with animal at within distance

TAIPEI -  Shihfen Sky Lantern releasing , Chiufen Village,
Pineapple tart DIY , Dadaocheng Shopping District, Ning
Xia Night Market
MIAOLI - Old Mountain Line Railbike , Shengxing
Station, Shengxing Old Street, Fllower Home Leisure
Farm (Free Flower Ice Cream), Fruit picking, DIY
chocolate making, Hotspring bath 
 TAINAN -   The blessing of the big fish statue, Cigu
Lagoon – riding fishing raft, DIY Roast Oyster, Anping
Old Street, Tainan Night Market
NANTOU - Cingjing Green Green Grasslands,  Sun Moon
Lake (cruising) 
HSINCHU - Leofoo Village Theme Park , Leofoo Resort
Guanshi
TAICHUNG -  Fengjia Night Market 

Specialty Meals: Coco Specialty Meal, Hakka Cuisine,
Traditional Tainan Feast, Minsu Authentic Dinner, Thao
Feast, Hotel Buffet / Set Meal, Dumpling Feast 

Accommodation

Meals

6 Breakfasts | 4 Lunches | 3 Dinners

Day 1 Meals on Board

Day 2 TAIPEI - MIAOLI

Tour Highlights

8D 6/7N  HAPPY MOMENTS @ TAIWAN

TWHAP8Validity Period: 01 APRIL 2024- 31 MARCH 2025

Check in at Singapore Changi Airport for your flight
to Taiwan. 

Note: For CI754 1325-1820 or SQ872 0900-1350
or SQ878 1145-1640 flight arrival Taoyuan
transfer to check in hotel.

         Accommodation: The Place Taipei or similar

Shifen - the place where sky lantern originates.
Have your  wishes written on the sky lantern and
release it for good luck and blessings (4-6 paxs
share for 1 sky lantern)
Chiufen Village - used to be the center of gold
mining. Chiufen features and old streets with full of
local snack such as “Yu Yuan” (taro balls), fried
meat balls and  herbal rice cake. 
Fruit Picking Experience - own expenses
DIY Chocolate Making - overnight at Schokolake
Minsu , the hotel staff will explain the chocolate
production history
Hot spring bath - immerse and relax with the hot
spring bath in your room.

         Accommodation:   Schokolake Hotel or similar

SINGAPORE -  TAOYUAN - TAIPEI

Dinner

Taipei / Miaoli / Tainan / Nantou Cingjing / Taichung 

Cingjing Green Green Grasslands



  

Experience Old Mountain Line Railbike -
Taiwan's first rail biking system and the main
attraction of this day tour. Cycle along the old
railway line to get an unforgettable, panoramic
view of Miaoli . (Note:  3 years old and below not
allowed for rail bike)
Shengxing Station & Shengxing Old Street - 

         You may have chance to taste the local delights 
          and enjoy the cultural traditional game at the 
          street. 

Flower Home Leisure Farm (Free flower ice
cream) - Seasonal flower viewing (Mar-Jun:
Hydrangeas flower, Jul-Oct: Siamese Tulips , 

         Nov - Feb: Christmas Red).
Tainan Night Market

        Accommodation: Tainan Hotel A  or similar

Day 3
Breakfast, Lunch
MIAOLI -TAINAN

The Blessing of Big Fish - Art statue at near the
harbour. 
Anping Old Street -  The buildings in this street
are earth horns house, where you can enjoy the
historical charm of Tainan. 

Day 4 TAINAN - NANTOU
Beakfast, Lunch, Dinner 

Experience DIY Roast Oyster - for your lunch
today. 
Experience riding the recreational fishing rafts -
across the lagoon.

         

         Enjoy the local authentic flavor for your dinner 
         tonight at Minsu.
         Note:   Please bring along your overnight bag for 
         CingJing Homestay. Group members may be split
          into smaller team and be allocated to different
          homestay. 
         Accommodation:   Minqin Farm or similar

Cingjing Green Green Grasslands - Cingjing
treats you to magnificent views of the surrounding
2000+meter high mountain.
Sun Moon Lake - Taiwan’s largest lake , It is a
beautiful alpine lake with crystalline, emerald,
green waters reflecting the hills and mountains. 
Aboriginal Local Product Center
Feng Chia Night Market - the city’s largest and
most popular night market providing an
assortment to browse through for food, clothing ,
games entertainment and most notably, plenty of
local snacks to please every palate.

         Note:  Sun Moon Lake cruising subject to weather  
          conditions.
          Accommodation:Taichung Beacon Hotel or similar

Day 5
Breakfast, Lunch 
NANTOU - TAICHUNG

 Flower Home

Sun Moon Lake



Leofoo Village Theme Park

Leofoo Village Theme Park - We recommend you
to try the “Vertical Velocity” which is Asia’s first
and world’s second U-shape slide track spiral
Roller Coaster, and visit the “African Safari” which
is the only open-sky wild animal park in Taiwan.
Leofoo Resort Guanshi - Taiwan's only Resort that
uses “Animal Ecology" as the theme of the hotel,
inspired by the treehouses in Kenya Africa.

      Accommodation: Leofoo Resort Guanshi or similar

Day 6
TAICHUNG - MIAOLI - HSINCHU
Breakfast, Dinner

Dadaocheng Shopping District - is a place with
deep historical and cultural charm, attracting
many tourists and local residents to explore, shop,
and savor local delicacies.
Ningxia Night Market - is renowned for its diverse
Taiwanese snacks, including stinky tofu, large
intestine wrapped small intestine, bowl pudding,
taro balls, chicken feet jelly, and more. You can try
a variety of local delicacies to satisfy your taste
buds.

         Accommodation: Caesar Metro Taipei or similar

Day 7
HSINCHU - TAIPEI
Breakfast, Lunch

Vigor Kobo - DIY pineapple tart experience. You
may purchase the famous Taiwan pastry as 

          souvenir for your family and friends. 
Pearl culture centre - Understand the processing
of pearls.
Tian Lu Art Centre - a Chinese mythical hybrid
creature. Displaying Tian Lu at home or in office is
believed to prevent wealth from flowing away.

Old Mountain Line Rail Bike

After breakfast, proceed to Taoyuan airport for our
flight back to Singapore. We hope you enjoyed your
trip to Taiwan with Nam Ho Travel!

Day 8
Breakfast, Meal On Board 

TAIPEI - TAOYUAN - SINGAPORE 



Shifen - Sky Lantern Release

NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 10 pax
Tour is conducted in Mandarin 
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star rating
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
In the event of discrepancy between English and
Chinese itineraries, refer to the Chinese version
itinerary.

Guide and driver  – NT$700(6N) / NT$800 (7N)
Tour leader (if any) S$40 per person including
children.

Tipping Guidelines

Chiufen Village

Cigu Lagoon –  Riding Fishing Raft +  DIY Roast Oyster


